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Abstract— In reinforcement learning, the reward function on
current state and action is widely used. When the objective
is about the expectation of the (discounted) total reward
only, it works perfectly. However, if the objective involves
the total reward distribution, the result will be wrong. This
paper studies Value-at-Risk (VaR) problems in short- and long-
horizon Markov decision processes (MDPs) with two reward
functions, which share the same expectations. Firstly we show
that with VaR objective, when the real reward function is
transition-based (with respect to action and both current and
next states), the simplified (state-based, with respect to action
and current state only) reward function will change the VaR.
Secondly, for long-horizon MDPs, we estimate the VaR function
with the aid of spectral theory and the central limit theorem.
Thirdly, since the estimation method is for a Markov reward
process with the reward function on current state only, we
present a transformation algorithm for the Markov reward
process with the reward function on current and next states, in
order to estimate the VaR function with an intact total reward
distribution.
I. INTRODUCTION
A Markov decision process (MDP) is a mathematical
framework for formulating the discrete time stochastic con-
trol problems. This framework has two features, one is
randomness, mainly reflected by transition probability, the
other one is controllability, reflected by policy. These two
features enable MDP as a natural tool in sequential decision-
making for practical problems.
An optimal policy describes how to make decisions se-
quentially, in order to maximize (minimize) some objective
concerning the total reward. The objective is a measure of the
random reward sequence set for a given MDP. The typical
objective class concerns the expected total reward over a
potentially infinite horizon [9], [19].
However, the objectives involving expectation are not
sufficient for many risk-averse problems, where the risk
concerns arise not only mathematically but also psychologi-
cally. A classic example in psychology is the “St. Petersburg
Paradox,” which refers to a lottery with an infinite expected
reward, but people only prefer to pay a small amount to play.
This problem is thoroughly studied in utility theory, and a
recent study brought this idea to reinforcement learning [18].
A more mathematical example would be autonomous vehi-
cles, in which a sufficient safety factor is more important than
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the optimal expectation. In general, when high reliability is
concerned, the objective should be formulated as probability
instead of expectation.
Two risk-sensitive objective classes have been widely
examined in recent years. One is the coherent risk measure
[2], which has a set of intuitively reasonable properties
(convexity, for example). A thorough study in coherent risk
optimization can be found in [23]. The other important class
is the mean-variance measure [27], [24], [16], in which
the expected return is maximized with a given risk level
(variance). It is also known as modern portfolio theory.
Value-at-Risk (VaR) originates from finance. For a given
portfolio (an MDP with a policy), a loss threshold (target
level), and a time-horizon, VaR concerns the probability that
the loss on the portfolio exceeds the threshold over the time
horizon. VaR is hard to deal with since it is not a coherent
risk measure [21].
In reinforcement learning, we encounter two types of
reward functions. In many situations the real reward function
is r : S × A × S → R , and here we call it transition-
based reward function. When the real reward function is
transition-based, it is usually simplified to r′ : S × A → R,
and here we call it state-based reward function. State-based
reward function is widely used, such as in Q-learning [26]
and linear programming for constrained MDP [1]. However,
when the objective concerns the total reward distribution
instead of the expectation only, the simplification of the
reward function will change the optimal value. Imagine that
a robot is learning to move around in a restricted area, and
each move is attached with a reward, which should involve
action, current and next states. If Q-learning is directly
applied to this agent, and a reward function is learned with
current state and action only, then the result with respect to
a risk-sensitive objective, which considers the total reward
distribution instead of the expectation only, will be wrong.
In this paper, we analyze the risk-sensitive MDPs and
consider two VaR objectives for example, and propose a
transformation for keeping the total reward distribution intact
while simplifying the reward function. The analysis and the
transformation method are illustrated in an inventory control
problem, which is modelled as MDPs in both short and long
horizons with finite state and action spaces. In Section 2, the
notations of MDP and two VaR problems are introduced.
In Section 3, we use a short-horizon MDP to illustrate that
with the expected total reward objective, MDPs with the two
reward functions have the same optimal expectation/policy,
but different total reward distributions, which result in dif-
ferent VaRs. We also compare the augmented-state 0-1 MDP
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method and the proposed method for VaR problems, and give
the proof for the first method.
Our main contributions are described and discussed in
Section 4, which include the following:
• We propose a state-transition transformation algorithm
for Markov reward processes derived from MDPs with
transition-based reward functions, in order to estimate
the total reward distribution. Since the CDF estimation
method is for a Markov reward process with a reward
function r′pi : S → R, the proposed algorithm can
transform a Markov reward process with a reward
function rpi : S × S → R for the CDF estimation
method, and keep the distribution intact.
• We illustrate that both VaR problems relate to the VaR
function, which is the infimum of the total reward
distribution set. We estimate the VaR function with the
aid of spectral theory and the central limit theorem for
long-horizon MDPs.
In short, when the objective is risk-sensitive, it often refers
to the total reward distribution instead of the expectation
only, and if the real reward function is transition-based,
it should not be simplified. In order to keep the distribu-
tion intact while being able to implement some technique
which requires state-based reward functions, the proposed
transformation algorithm should be carried out first. For
related studies which concerned VaR or other risk-sensitive
problems, we believe that they should be revisited using our
proposed transformation approach instead of simplifying the
reward directly.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS
A finite-horizon MDP,
〈N,S,A, r, p, µ, v〉,
is observed at decision epochs {0, 1, · · · , N} and N is a
finite positive integer; S is a finite state space, and Xt
denotes the state at epoch t; Ax is the legitimate action
set for x ∈ S, A = ⋃x∈S Ax is a finite action space, and
Kt denotes the action at epoch t; r : S × A × S → R is
the bounded and measurable reward function, and r(x, a, y)
denotes the reward (or cost if negative), given Xt = x,
Xt+1 = y, x, y ∈ S, and the action Kt = a ∈ Ax. we
say this reward function is transition-based; p(y | x, a) =
P(Xt+1 = y | Xt = x,Kt = a) denotes the homogeneous
transition probability; µ is the initial state distribution; v
denotes the salvage function.
The optimal policy pi∗ is determined by the objec-
tive. A policy pi refers to a sequence of decision rules
(pi0, pi1, · · · , piN−1). Different types of decision rule are used
in different situations, and here we focus on deterministic
Markovian decision rules, which chooses an action a ∈ Ax
given the current state x ∈ S.
In a finite-horizon MDP with an expectation objective
[19], for all x ∈ S, a ∈ Ax, the transition-based reward
function is usually simplified by
r′(x, a) =
∑
y∈S
r(x, a, y)p(y | x, a) (1)
Here we say the reward function r′ is state-based. It is
suitable to simplify the reward function when the objective
concerns the total reward expectation only, but when the
objective is risk-sensitive (with respect to the total reward
distribution), it will miss the optimal value and policy.
In this paper we take VaR as an example to show the effect
of the reward simplification on risk-sensitive objectives. Two
VaR problems described in [10] are considered as possible
objectives. Since there exists an optimal deterministic policy
for finite-horizon MDPs with VaR objectives [28], we only
consider the deterministic policy space ΠN . Given a policy
pi ∈ ΠN and an initial distribution µ, we have the total
reward Φpiµ =
∑N−1
t=0 r(Xt, pi(Xt), Xt+1) + v(XN ), where
X0 ∼ µ. To simplify the notation we henceforth denote the
total reward by Φ. Denote FpiΦ as the total reward CDF with
the policy pi. VaR addresses the following problems.
Problem 1: Given a quantile α ∈ [0, 1], find the optimal
threshold ρα = sup{τ ∈ R | P(Φ > τ) ≥ α, pi ∈ ΠN} =
sup{τ ∈ R | FpiΦ(τ) ≤ 1− α, pi ∈ ΠN}.
This problem refers to the quantile function, i.e., Fpi−1Φ .
Problem 2: Given a threshold τ ∈ R, find the optimal
quantile ητ = sup{α ∈ [0, 1] | FpiΦ(τ) ≤ 1− α, pi ∈ ΠN}.
This problem concerns FpiΦ . Both VaR problems relate to
inf{FpiΦ | pi ∈ ΠN}, and here we call it VaR function. As will
be illustrated below, when the horizon is short (Section 3),
any point along the VaR function is (τ, 1 − ητ ), and when
the horizon is long (Section 4), and every (estimated) FpiΦ
is strictly increasing, any point along the VaR function is
(ρα, 1− ητ ) with τ = ρα or α = 1− ητ .
The state-based reward function is commonly used in
most MDP studies even considering risk ([10] for example).
However, if the real reward function transition-based and
the objective is risk-sensitive, the simplification with (1)
will miss the optimality, i.e., neither the policy nor the
VaR is optimal. Here we use a short-horizon inventory
control problem to illustrate the effect of reward function
on the optimality with two VaR objectives, and how the VaR
function solves both VaR problems.
III. SHORT-HORIZON MDP FOR INVENTORY
PROBLEM
The inventory control problem is a straightforward exam-
ple for interpreting the effect of the two reward functions,
since the reward (sales volume) is related to both current and
next states (inventory level). In this section, we illustrate that
both VaR problems refer to the VaR function, and show how
the reward simplification affects the VaR function.
A. MDP Description and Expected Total Reward
Section 3.2.1 in [19] described the model formulation and
some assumptions for a single-product stochastic inventory
control problem. Define the warehouse capacity M ∈ N+,
and the state space S = {0, · · · ,M}. Briefly, at time epoch
t ∈ {0, · · · , N}, define Xt as the inventory level before
the order, Kt ∈ {0, · · · ,M − Xt} as the order quantity,
Dt as the demand with a time-homogeneous probability
distribution P(Dt = i), where i ∈ {0, · · · ,M}, then we
have Xt+1 = max{Xt +Kt −Dt, 0}.
For x ∈ S, define c(x) as the cost to order x units, and
a fixed cost W ≥ 0 for placing orders, then we have the
order cost O(x) = (W + c(x))1[x>0]. f(x) denotes the
revenue when x units of demand is fulfilled. Then we have
the real reward function r(Xt,Kt, Xt+1) = f(Xt + Kt −
Xt+1) − O(Kt), which is transition-based. Here we ignore
the maintenance fee to simplify the problem.
We set the parameters as follows. The time horizon N =
2, the fixed order cost W = 4, the variable order cost
c(x) = 2x, the salvage reward v = XN , the warehouse
capacity M = 2, and the price f(x) = 8x. The probabilities
of demands are P(Dt = 0) = 0.25, P(Dt = 1) = 0.5,
P(Dt = 2) = 0.25 respectively. Initial distribution µ(0) = 1,
i.e., X0 = 0. Firstly we calculate the real reward function by
r(Xt,Kt, Xt+1) = f(Xt +Kt−Xt+1)−O(Kt). Secondly,
we calculate the simplified reward function r′ by (1), which
is state-based.
The two reward functions and the transition probabilities
are illustrated in Fig. 1. The bold parts are an example which
illustrates the difference between the two reward functions.
The label 2(0, 0.5) below the transition from 0 to 1 means
that the reward r(0, 2, 1) = 0 and the transition probability is
0.5; the label 2(0) in the text box near state 0 means when
Xt = 0 and Kt = 2, the simplified reward r′(0, 2) = 0.
Besides, we set the initial state distribution µ = [1, 0, 0], and
the salvage reward v(x) = x, for all x ∈ S. Now we have two
MDPs with different reward functions: 〈N,S,A, r, p, µ, v〉
and 〈N,S,A, r′, p, µ, v〉.
Without loss of generality, we consider the nominal ex-
pected total reward objective (or discounted / average), and
solve the preceding MDPs. The optimal policy for both
MDPs is pi∗ = (pi0, pi1), where pi0(0) = pi1(0) = 2 and
pi1(x) = 0, for x ∈ {1, 2}. The expected total reward
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Fig. 1. The two reward functions and the transition probabilities for the
inventory problem. The labels a(r(x, a, y), p(y | x, a)) along transitions
denote the real transition-based reward function and the transition proba-
bility, and the labels a(r′(x, a)) in the text boxes near states denote the
state-based reward function simplified with (1).
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Fig. 2. Taking the expected total reward as the objective, the two MDPs,
〈N,S,A, r, p, µ, v〉 and 〈N,S,A, r′, p, µ, v〉, share the same optimal pol-
icy pi∗, but the total reward CDFs are different.
E(Φ) = 6.5625. As shown in Fig. 2, with the expected
total reward objective, the simplification of transition-based
reward function leads to a different total reward distribution,
which leads to a different VaR function shown in Fig. 3.
B. VaR Problem
Unlike the expected total reward, VaR are not time-
consistent, so the backward induction cannot be imple-
mented directly. For short-horizon MDPs, one method is
the augmented-state 0-1 MDP [29], which incorporate the
cumulative reward space in the state space, and brings in the
threshold and reorganizes the MDP components, in order to
calculate the quantile as expectation. The other method is to
enumerate all policies to achieve the total reward CDF set,
then calculate the VaR function (the infimum of the total
reward CDF set). Here we describe and compare the two
methods.
1) Augmented-State 0-1 MDP: Since the cumulative re-
ward information is needed for the optimality [5], an aug-
mented state space is adopted to keep track of it. For
short-horizon MDPs with VaR Problem 2, Xu and Mannor
[29] presented a state augmentation method to include the
cumulative reward in the state space. This state augmentation
is also implemented in several former studies [5], [28], [17],
[29].
Lemma 1: For every finite-horizon MDP
〈N,S,A, r, p, µ, v〉, there exists an augmented-state 0-
1 MDP 〈N,S′, A, v′, p′, µ′〉, in which the optimal expected
total reward equals to the optimal quantile ητ of the original
MDP with a threshold τ ∈ R.
Proof: Given an MDP 〈N,S,A, r, p, µ, v〉, define C as
the cumulative reward space, ma and Ma as the minimum
and maximum of the rewards for action a. Then C can
be {0}⋃Nt=1⋃a∈A[t ·ma, t ·Ma], or we can acquire C by
enumerating all possibile cumulative reward within the short
horizon. Define the augmented state space S′ = S × C for
the new MDP. For all x, y ∈ S and x′, y′ ∈ S′, define
the action space A′x′ = Ax where x
′ = (x, ·); define
the transition kernel p′(y′ | x′, a) = p(y | x, a) where
y′ = (y, ci), x′ = (x, cj), ci−cj = r(x, a, y), ci, cj ∈ C and
a ∈ Ax; define the initial distribution µ′((x, 0)) = µ(x). Set
the salvage reward v′ = 1[Φ≥τ−v], where τ is the threshold
and Φ is the cumulative reward at the final epoch. Now we
have an augmented-state 0-1 MDP 〈N,S′, A, v′, p′, µ′〉.
Given an augmented-state 0-1 MDP 〈N,S′, A, v′, p′, µ′〉,
for all x′ ∈ S′, implement the backward induction as follows.
Step 1: Set t = N and
u∗N (x
′) = r′N (x
′) = 1[Φ≥τ−v].
Step 2: Set t = t− 1, and compute u∗t (x′) by
u∗t (x
′) = max
a∈Ax′
{r′(x′, a) +
∑
y′∈S′
p′(y′ | x′, a)u∗t+1(y′)},
where r′(x′, a) = 0, therefore,
u∗t (x
′) = max
a∈Ax′
{
∑
y′∈S′
p′(y′ | x′, a)u∗t+1(y′)}.
Since the only rewards are r′N = 1[Φ≥τ−v], we have
ut(x
′) = P (Φ ≥ τ | X ′t = x′), i.e., the probability that
the total reward Φ ≥ τ given any state at any epoch.
Step 3: If t = 1, stop. Otherwise return to Step 2. The
optimal policy derived from
A∗x′,t = argmax
a∈Ax′
{P (Φ ≥ τ | X ′t = x′)}
gives the highest probability to reach the threshold.
This 0-1 MDP enables backward induction to solve VaR
Problem 2 with calculating the quantile ητ as the expectation.
Filar et al. [10] used the same “0-1” method for infinite-
horizon MDPs with both VaR objectives. The augmented-
state 0-1 MDP algorithm is presented in [29]. In the im-
plementation of the algorithm, it is worth noting that, in
most instances, it is more efficient to deal with the state
space in a time-dependent way, since at each epoch, only
a subspace of S′ is feasible. Furthermore, since the reward
function is recorded by means of the cumulative reward, the
reward simplification still affects the result.
Now we use the augmented-state 0-1 MDP method to
solve the inventory control problem described in Section 3.1.
We consider the VaR Problem 2 with the threshold τ = 9, for
instance. The optimal policy for the MDP with the transition-
based reward function is pi∗ = (pi0, pi1), where pi0((0, 0)) =
2, pi1((0, 2)) = 2, pi1((0, 8)) =1 or 2, pi1((1, 0)) = 1 or 2,
pi1((1, 6)) = 0 or 1, and pi1((2,−2)) = 0 or 1. The optimal
quantile is η∗τ = 0.3125. The optimal policy for the MDP
with a simplified reward function is pi∗ = (pi′0, pi
′
1), where
pi′0((0, 0)) = 2, pi
′
1((2, 0)) = 0. And the optimal quantile is
η∗τ = 0.1875. The conclusion drawn in Section III.A, which
claims that the reward simplification changes the VaR, is
verified here.
As described above, it is clear that the augmented-state
0-1 MDP method is for VaR Problem 2 with a specified
threshold only. In order to achieve either VaR problem with
any τ ∈ R or α ∈ [0, 1], we enumerate all the deterministic
policies on the augmented state space S′ to acquire VaR.
2) Policy Enumeration: In a finite-horizon MDP, the VaR
function is a right-continuous step function. It is worth noting
that its jump points contains the VaR information. Denote
the jump set {xi}, i.e., for every xi in this set, we have
ηx−i
< ηxi , and for every τ ∈ R, such that ητ− < ητ , we
have τ ∈ {xi}.
Remark 1 (VaR function in a finite horizon): Given the
jump set {xi} for a finite-horizon MDP, for any τ ∈ R,
denote α∗ = 1 − ητ , and τ∗ = ρ(1−α∗), then we have
(τ∗, 1 − α∗) ∈ {(x−i , ηx−i )} ∪ {(+ inf, 1)}. There exists a
similar conclusion for any α ∈ [0, 1].
In other words, for a finite-horizon MDP, the set
{(x−i , ηx−i )} ∪ {(+ inf, 1)} contains all solutions to the two
VaR problems defined in Section II.A.
In the same MDP setup described in Section III.A,
we study the effect of the reward functions on the VaR
function. Given the two MDPs, 〈N,S,A, r, p, µ, v〉 and
〈N,S,A, r′, p, µ, v〉, Fig. 3 illustrates that the simplification
of reward function changes the VaR function. Now we can
verify the solution to the VaR problem with a specified
threshold τ = 9. Furthermore, for any threshold τ ∈ R, we
can acquire ητ along the curves, so as for any quantile. For
example, when τ = 7.5, ητ for the MDP with a transition-
based reward function is 0.6875 (1−0.3125), and η′τ for the
MDP with a state-based reward function is 0.25 (1− 0.75).
The reward simplification results in a nontrivial difference
(0.6875 − 0.25 = 0.4375), which may have an effect on a
risk-sensitive decision making.
In conclusion, the reward simplification changes the VaR.
For the VaR Problem 2, the augmented-state 0-1 MDP
method enables the backward induction algorithm. However,
this method fails for long-horizon MDPs, and it works for the
VaR problem 2 with a specified threshold only. Since both
VaR problems relate to the VaR function, how to achieve it
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Fig. 3. The VaR functions for the short-horizon inventory problems with
two reward functions.
effectively in a short horizon needs further study.
IV. VAR PROBLEMS IN LONG-HORIZON MDPS
Since it is intractable to find the exact optimal policy for
a long-horizon MDP with a VaR objective, we look for a
deterministic stationary policy instead, i.e., pi∗ ∈ Π. With
the aid of spectral theory and the central limit theorem, the
total reward CDF set {FpiΦ} can be estimated for the MDP
with a state-based reward function by enumerating all the
deterministic policies, in order to achieve the VaR function.
For MDPs with transition-based reward functions, we present
an algorithm to transform a Markov reward process with the
reward function rpi : S × S → R to one with r†pi : S† → R,
where S† = S × S, in order to keep the VaR function (also
all the total reward distributions) intact. With a slight abuse
of notation, we say the reward function rpi (r†pi) is transition-
based (state-based).
A. Total Reward CDF Estimation
Firstly we estimate the total reward distribution for a long-
horizon Markov reward process derived from an MDP with
a state-based reward function. Given an MDP with a state-
based reward function 〈N,S,A, r′, p, µ〉5 and a deterministic
policy pi, we have a Markov reward process 〈N,S, r′pi, ppi, µ〉.
For x, y ∈ S, the reward is r′pi(x) = r′(x, pi(x)), and the
transition kernel is ppi(x, y) = p(x, pi(x), y).
Kontoyiannis and Meyn [14] proposed a method to esti-
mate FpiΦ . In a positive recurrent Markov reward process with
invariant probability measure (stationary distribution) ξ, we
have the total reward ΦN =
∑N−1
t=0 r
′
pi(Xt), and the averaged
reward ζ(r′pi) = limN→∞
1
NE(ΦN ), which can be expressed
as ζ = ξr′pi . Define the limit rˆ′pi = limN→∞ Eµ(ΦN −Nζ),
which solves the Poisson equation
P rˆ′pi = rˆ′pi − r′pi + ζ,
where P is the transition matrix and P (x, y) = ppi(x, y).
Two assumptions ([14], Section 4) are needed for the total
reward CDF estimation.
Assumption 1: The Markov reward process X is geomet-
rically ergodic with a Lyapunov function V : X → [1,∞)
such that ζ(V 2) <∞.
Assumption 2: The (measurable) function r′pi : S →
[−1, 1] has zero mean and nontrivial asymptotic variance
σ2 = limN→∞ varx[(ΦN )/
√
N ].
Under the two assumptions, we show the Edgeworth
expansion theorem for nonlattice functionals (Theorem 5.1
in [14]) as follows.
Theorem 1: Suppose that X and the strongly nonlattice
functional r′pi satisfy Assumptions 1 and 2, and let GN (y)
denote the distribution function of the normalized partial
sums (ΦN −Nζ(r′pi))/σ
√
N :
GN (y) = P{(ΦN −Nζ(r′pi))/σ
√
N ≤ y}, for all y ∈ R.
5Though the salvage function v is ignored when the horizon is long, it
can be involved if necessary.
Then, for all x0 ∈ S and as N →∞,
GN (y) = g(y) +
γ(y)
σ
√
N
[
κ
6σ2
(1− y2)− rˆ′pi(x0)] + o(N−0.5)
(2),
where γ(y) denotes the standard normal density, g(y) is
the corresponding distribution function, and κ is a constant
related to the third moment of ΦN/
√
N . The formulae for
κ, rˆ′pi and σ
2 can be found in [29].
B. State-Transition Transformation
For a Markov reward process derived from an MDP with
a transition-based reward function and a stationary policy
pi, we cannot apply the method directly since the reward
function is rpi : S × S → R. If the reward function is
simplified with (1), the VaR will be affected as illustrated in
Section 3. In order to implement the estimation and achieve
the real distribution, we propose a method to transform
the Markov reward process with a transition-based reward
function to one with a state-based reward function.
Fig. 4 illustrates what roles the states and transitions
play in the original Markov reward process (upper) and
its transformed counterpart (lower). In the original Markov
reward process, si denotes a state and tij denotes a transition
from si to sj . In a transformed Markov reward process, the
original state si becomes a “router” ri, which connects input
nodes (transformed states) s†ji to output nodes s
†
ik.
Theorem 2: For a Markov reward process
〈N,S, rpi, ppi, µ, v〉 with rpi transition-based, there exists
a Markov reward process 〈N†, S†, r†pi, p†pi, µ†pi, v†pi〉 with r†pi
state-based, such that both Markov reward processes have
the same total reward distribution.
Proof: Define a time horizon N† = N − 1, a state
space S† = S × S. For all x† = (x, y) ∈ S†, define a
state-based reward function r†pi(x
†) = rpi(x, y), a salvage
function v†pi(x
†) = v(y)+rpi(x, y), an initial state distribution
µ†pi(x
†) = µ(x)ppi(y | x), a transition kernel p†pi(x† | y†) =
ppi(y | x), where y† = (·, x) ∈ S†, otherwise the probability
is 0.
s1 s2 s3
t12
t21
t23
t33
s†12
s†21
r1 r2 s†23 s
†
33
r3
Fig. 4. Roles of states and transitions in the transformed Markov reward
process.
In order to prove that the two Markov reward
processes shares the same total reward distribution,
consider an arbitrary sample path (x0, x1, · · · , xN ) ∈
SN+1, which corresponds to the sample path
((x0, x1), (x1, x2), · · · , (xN−1, xN )) ∈ S†N in the
Markov reward process with a state-based reward function.
The probability of the sample path is µ(x0) × p(x1 |
x0) × p(x2 | x1) × · · · × p(xN | xN−1) = µ†pi((x0, x1)) ×
p†pi((x1, x2) | (x0, x1)) × · · · × p†pi((xN−1, xN ) |
(xN−2, xN−1)), and the corresponding total reward is
rpi(x0, x1) + rpi(x1, x2) + · · · + rpi(xN−1, xN ) + v(xN ) =
r†pi((x0, x1)) + · · ·+ r†pi((xN−2, xN−1)) + v†pi((xN−1, xN )),
i.e., the two Markov reward processes have the same total
reward distribution.
Since we take state transitions as states, we name this
algorithm state-transition transformation, which is described
in Algorithm 1. In short, since the distribution estimation
only work for the Markov reward processes with state-based
reward functions, the original Markov reward process with
a transition-based reward function need to be transformed.
Comparing with simplifying the reward function with (1),
the proposed transformation can keep the distribution intact.
Instead of applying the transformation to a Markov reward
process, which derived from an MDP with a policy, we can
also apply the transformation directly to the MDP, with a
policy-depend initial distribution, as well as a policy-depend
salvage reward, if necessary.
Corollary 1: Regardless of the salvage reward, for an
MDP 〈N,S,A, r, p, µ〉 with a transition-based reward func-
tion r, denoting any policy as (pit), t ∈ 0, · · · , N − 1,
there exists an MDP 〈N†, S†, A, r†, p†, µ†〉 with the state-
based reward function r† and the initial state distribution
µ†((x, y)) = µ(x)p(y | x, pi0(x)), x, y ∈ S, such that both
MDPs have the same total reward distribution when the
policy for the second MDP can be denoted as pi†((·, x)) =
pi(x).
In a similar MDP setup outlined in Section III.A, we
Algorithm 1 State-Transition Transformation
Input: the original Markov reward process
〈N,S, rpi, ppi, µ, v〉, which is derived from an MDP
with a transition-based reward function and a stationary
policy pi.
Output: a Markov reward process
〈N†, S†, r†pi, p†pi, µ†pi, v†pi〉.
Set the horizon N† = N − 1;
Generate the state space S† = S × S;
for all x† = (x, y) where x, y ∈ S do
Construct the reward function r†pi(x
†) = rpi(x, y);
Construct the transition kernel
p†pi(x
† | y†) = ppi(y | x) for all y† = (·, x) ∈ S†;
Set the initial state distribution
µ†pi(x
†) = µ(x)p(y | x);
Set the salvage function v†pi(x
†) = v(y) + rpi(x, y);
end for
estimate the VaR function in a long horizon. We set N =
500 and implement the state-transition transformation to the
MDP with the real reward function (transition-based) under
a stationary policy. In order to reduce the computational
complexity, we use GˆN (y) = g(y) instead of (2). In Fig. 5,
we can see that the simplification of the transition-based
reward function with (1) results in a distinct VaR function
with different values at most nontrivial thresholds (τ ∈
[1300, 1700] ∪ [1900, 2300] in general). For example, when
τ is around 1600, the difference is around 0.2, which may
have a serious impact on a risk-sensitive decision making.
Remark 2 (VaR in a long horizon): In a long-horizon
MDP, given an estimated VaR function which is strictly
increasing, for any quantile α ∈ [0, 1], there exists a unique
τ ∈ R, such that α = 1− ητ . In this case, every point along
the estimated VaR function can be regarded as a “jump
point” described in Remark 1. In other words, when the
estimated VaR function is strictly increasing, the inversed
VaR function solves the VaR Problem 1 with α ∈ [0, 1].
V. RELATED WORK
This paper studies two VaR problems defined in [10],
which studied the VaR problems on average reward by sepa-
rating state space into communicating and transient classes.
Bouakiz and Kebir [5] pointed out that the cumulative reward
is needed for VaR objectives, and various properties of
the optimality equations were studied in both finite and
infinite-horizon MDPs. In a finite-horizon MDP, Wu and
Lin [28] showed that the VaR optimal value functions are
target distribution functions, and there exists a deterministic
optimal policy. The structure property of optimal policy for
an infinite-horizon MDP was also studied. Ohtsubo and Toy-
onaga [17] gave two sufficient conditions for the existence of
an optimal policy in infinite-horizon discounted MDPs, and
another condition for the unique solution on a transient state
set. For the VaR problem with a quantile α ≥ 0.5, Delage
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Fig. 5. Estimated VaR functions for the long-horizon inventory problems
with the transformed reward function and the reward function simplified by
(1), respectively.
and Mannor [8] solved it as a convex “second order cone”
programming with reward or transition uncertainty. Different
from most studies, Boda and Filar [3] and Kira et al. [12]
considered the VaR objective in a multi-epoch setting, in
which a risk measure is required to reach an appropriate
level at not only the final epoch but also all intermediate
epochs.
The VaR problem with a fixed threshold has been exten-
sively studied. An augmented-state 0-1 MDP was proposed
for finite-horizon MDPs with either integer or real-valued
reward functions [29]. By including the cumulative reward
space into the state space, the states which satisfied the
threshold can be “tagged” by a Boolean salvage function.
The general reward discretizing error was also bounded
[29]. In a similar problem named MaxProb MDP, the goal
states (in which the threshold is satisfied) were defined as
absorbing states, and the problem was solved in a similar
way [13]. Value iteration (VI) was proposed to solve the
MaxProb MDP in [31], and followed by some VI variants.
In the topological value iteration (TVI) algorithm, states were
separated into strongly-connected groups, and efficiency was
improved by solving the state groups sequentially [6]. Two
methods were presented to separate the states efficiently by
integrating depth-first search (TVI-DFS) and dynamic pro-
gramming (TVI-DP) [11]. For both exact and approximated
algorithms for VaR with a threshold, the state of the art can
be found in [25].
Constrained probabilistic MDPs take VaR as a constraint.
The mean-VaR portfolio optimization problem was solved
with the Lagrange multiplier for the VaR constraint over a
continuous time span [30]. Bonami and Lejeune [4] solved
the mean-variance portfolio optimization problem, and used
variants of Chebychev’s inequality to derive convex approx-
imations of the VaR function. Randour et al. [20] converted
the total discounted reward to an almost-sure quantile, and
proposed an algorithm based on linear programming to solve
the weighted multi-constraint quantile problem. It is also
pointed out that randomized policy is necessary when VaR
is considered in the constraint, and an example can be found
in [7].
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
We studied short- and long-horizon MDPs with finite state
spaces considering VaR objectives, and the effect of the
simplification of reward function. In short-horizon MDPs,
firstly we illustrated that when the real reward function is a
transition-based reward function, the simplification with (1)
does not affect the optimal value/policy with the expected
total reward objective, but changes total reward distribu-
tion. Secondly we considered two VaR problems, the VaR
Problem 2 can be solved with the augmented-state 0-1
MDP method in an expectation way, and we enumerated
all policies to obtain the VaR function, which is for both
VaR problems. When the horizon is long, we estimate FpiΦ
for every deterministic policy in order to obtain the VaR
function. Since the estimation method is only for Markov
reward processes derived from MDPs with state-based re-
ward functions, we propose a transformation algorithm to
make it feasible for the MDPs with transition-based reward
functions.
Quite a few techniques operate on MDPs with transition-
based reward functions, such as Q-learning and the es-
timation of total reward distribution. However, in many
practical scenarios, the reward function is transition-based,
and simplified directly with (1) will change the total reward
distribution. The state-transition transformation enables the
transitions to have properties of states, in order to implement
the techniques and keep the distribution intact. We believe
that some practical problems with respect to VaR should be
revisited using our proposed transformation approach when
the reward function is transition-based.
There are several differences between the augmented-state
0-1 MDP and the policy enumeration method. Firstly, since
the augmented-state 0-1 MDP is based on the augmented
state space, it can only deal with short-horizon MDPs.
By contrast, the policy enumeration can work for long-
horizon MDPs with the aid of CDF estimation. Secondly,
the augmented-state 0-1 MDP can solve the VaR Problem
2 only, but the policy enumeration offers the VaR function,
which solves both VaR problems. It is also worth noting that,
since the augmented-state 0-1 MDP is based on backward
induction (also known as dynamic programming), when
the reward function is transition-based, it should not be
simplified if the objective is risk-sensitive.
VaR concerns the threshold-quantile pair, and the opti-
mality of one comes into conflict with the other as they
are virtually non-increasing functions of each other [10].
One future study is to estimate the VaR function without
enumerating all the policies. A special case is that there
exists an optimal policy pi∗, i.e., Fpi
∗
Φ (τ) = inf{FpiΦ(τ) |
pi ∈ ΠN} for all τ ∈ R. Ohtsubo and Toyonaga [17] gave
two sufficient conditions for the existence of this optimal
policy in infinite-horizon discounted MDPs. Another idea
is to consider it as a dual-objective optimization. Zheng
[32] studied the dual-objective MDP concerning variance and
CVaR, which might provide some insight. A survey of multi-
objective MDP, which concerns more than risk measures, can
be found in [22]. Furthermore, multiple quantile objectives
can also be considered as constraints [20]. A study on
multiple long-run average objectives can be found in [15].
Considering that many problems have been solved as
MDPs with state-based reward functions with risk-sensitive
objectives, the error bound of the reward simplification can
be another necessary future study, i.e., given an MDP with
a state-based reward function simplified from a transition-
based one, how far the optimal value/policy can be from the
real ones.
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